READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH ONE WORD

Marvel

Marvel Comics, or _____(1) correctly Marvel Worldwide. inc, has a long and industrious history. It _____(2) founded in 1939 by Stanley Matin Lieber, known as Stan Lee. Over _____(3) years the company has changed its name various times.

Marvel reached fame and fortune in 1968 when the company increased _____(4) number of script writers and illustrators. Soon afterwards, Hollywood started buying up the rights to create motion pictures featuring stars _____(5) as Spiderman, The X-men and Ironman; among others.

Now it seems that all of the most prestigious movie stars want to appear _____(6) Marvel movies as they are almost always a box office hit.
Marvel

Marvel Comics, or more correctly Marvel Worldwide. inc, has a long and industrious history. It was founded in 1939 by Stanley Matin Lieber, known as Stan Lee. Over the years the company has changed its name various times.

Marvel reached fame and fortune in 1968 when the company increased its number of script writers and illustrators. Soon afterwards, Hollywood started buying up the rights to create motion pictures featuring stars such as Spiderman, The X-men and Ironman; among others.

Now it seems that all of the most prestigious movie stars want to appear in Marvel movies as they are almost always a box office hit.